Other Apologetic and Catechetical Resources
The Bible and the Church
This document can be kept as a reference to show others how the
Bible clearly describes that an authoritative church will lead
Christians. The first page can be kept handy (perhaps in your Bible).
The scripture references are linked to the associated passages.
The Bible and Catholic Teachings
Some people consider Catholic teachings and practices and teachings
to be contrary to Sacred Scripture. This document shows Biblical
support for controversial Catholic teachings. Each of the topics is
linked to supporting Scripture and a brief discussion. The first page
can be kept handy (perhaps in your Bible).
Catholic Timeline
The Catholic Timeline provides a detailed history of the Catholic
Church presented alongside the list of popes. Saints, events in the
Church, and events in the world are briefly described with links to
each of the references. Links take the reader to sources such as the
Vatican Web site or the Catholic Encyclopedia (for Church topics) or
Wikipedia for world events. Although the Catholic Church is a divinely
established institution, this timeline shows that it has a REAL history
for the past two millennia.

Bible Citations in the Catechism of the Catholic Church
This is a Bible study tool for Catholics. All of the references to
Sacred Scripture in the Catechism of the Catholic Church are
provided with links. But there is more.
The Catechism of the Catholic Church…in brief
This document compiles all of the “in brief” catechetical statements in
the Catechism of the Catholic Church with links to the associated
sections of the actual Catechism. The “in brief” statements provide an
excellent overview or summary of Catholic teachings.
Summaries of the Documents of the Second Vatican Council
Each of the sixteen documents, constitutions and decrees is provided
with a one-page summary of the topics covered.
The Four Gospels Together
The following documents tie together the related stories in the four
Gospels. Each of the documents provides the sequence of the selected
Gospel and shows parallel passages in the other Gospels. The “Logical
Sequence” harmonizes all of the passages into a logical sequence
originally proposed by the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine.
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Logical Sequence

Examinations of Conscience
for Children
This examination is written for pre-teen (or young teen).
for Teens
This brochure provides an examination of conscience for teens (and
young adults) still in the care of their parents, serious about their
faith, and striving to reach holiness in their current state.
for Adults
This brochure provides an examination of conscience, focusing on the
more serious offenses that adults can make.
Apostolate for Family Consecration Examination of Conscience
This brochure provides an examination of conscience for adults who
are more serious about their faith and have made a more serious
commitment to holiness. It focuses on less serious sins and underlying
reasons for sin.

Christian Prayer Brochure
This brochure summarizes the teaching of the Catechism. Each of the
statements includes a reference to the section of the Catechism from
which the statement was based.
Breaking Open the Word
This document provides a clear strategy for conducting breaking open
the word in RCIA, including a one-page handout for participants.

